SecureTrust™ Software Security Framework
Assessment Services
METHODOLOGY DRIVEN BY EXPERIENCE
Developing secure applications requires robust and mature processes and procedures as well as
skilled personnel. Vendors undertaking a Payment Card Industry Secure Software Framework (PCI
SSF) validation need to stay current with the changing landscape of payment application security.
SecureTrust™ delivers assessment services for the standards under the SSF, helping you achieve compliance with the Secure
Software Lifecycle (Secure SLC) and the Secure Software Standard. SecureTrust offers their industry-leading Compliance Validation
Services (CVS) methodology to assist you in maximizing your investment, improving your security posture and helping you drive your
compliance efforts.
SecureTrust offers unparalleled global coverage, delivering outstanding value and availability of highly skilled security assessors
worldwide. Our experienced assessors paired with our robust methodology allows for an assessment experience that will drive
security and compliance for your organization and applications.

Professional Services

Flexibility

Achieving compliance with any standard is just the first step,
once a compliant status has been achieved, you must also
work to maintain that compliance, which requires planning
and a mature security strategy. We can help you to not only
achieve compliance but to be your security advisor on your
compliance journey.

Having assessed applications and development processes for
over a decade, we at SecureTrust know that each organization is
unique and that there is no one-size-fits-all way to compliance.

Whether you are looking to become compliant with the Secure
SLC, or the Secure Software Standard, a compliant report is our
common milestone, we can assist you in getting there, and to
maintain business-as-usual compliance once the assessment
has been completed.
Our robust and proven methodology enables you to simplify the
assessment, providing the tools needed to track action items
and the assessment status in real-time through our proprietary
online Compliance Manager portal.
Each SecureTrust client is assigned a trained and certified
security assessor and a manager, to act as your trusted advisor.
Once the assessment has been concluded, the SecureTrust
Quality Assurance (QA) department will review the report
deliverable for correctness, accuracy, and adherence to the
reporting requirements before delivery to you for review.
In addition to the team above, additional experts and project
managers may be assigned to you as needed to complete the
engagement in a timely and efficient manner.

All organizations have different maturity levels, our security
assessors will work with you to highlight areas that may require
strengthening and modification to meet the intent of any given
control. As each approach to compliance and security controls
are different, we adapt our assessment and work with you to
plan the best way for your specific organization to achieve a
compliant status.
The standard under SSF requires comprehensive understanding
and testing to produce the evidence needed, the SecureTrust
portal enables you to have direct access to action items and
assessor requests, providing overview of your current status.
The SSF, and the Secure Software Standard in particular,
requires that security testing, including code review and
penetration testing is performed as appropriate for the
technology and application under review. SecureTrust provides
a wide range of security testing capabilities, from vulnerability
scanning to industry-leading in-depth application
penetration testing.
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SecureTrust Compliance Manager
Your engagements with SecureTrust are delivered through the SecureTrust Compliance Manager portal for seamless integration and
interactions with your assessor and real-time availability of your current status for your compliance and security programs.
The Compliance Manager portal contains action items, secure document sharing through the File Library and allows you and your
assessor to share information necessary for compliance in a secure way.

Services beyond the SSF
SecureTrust is the industry leader in compliance, beyond being a SSF Assessor company, SecureTrust provides
comprehensive compliance programs and is listed as a Card Production Security Assessor (CPSA), Payment Application
Data Security Standard (PA-DSS) Assessor, Qualified Security Assessor Company (QSA-C), Qualified PIN Assessor (QPA),
Point-to-Point Encryption (P2PE), Three-Domain Security (3DS) and the Tokenization Service Provider (TSP) Assessor.

Methodology driven by Experience
As an industry leader, SecureTrust has pioneered and driven compliance for thousands of payment applications and companies
worldwide. SecureTrust has the experience you need to help you streamline your compliance efforts, reduce cost, risk and to
maximize your return on investment.
Whether it be general consulting, pre-assessment, gap analysis or pure assessment services, SecureTrust can tailor our offerings to fit
your needs.
Our approach to compliance is adapted to meet the maturity of your organization, as an example, should you require additional
support and consulting in the pre-assessment phase, we offer workshop-based consulting services to help you address any
questions about the standards, assessment methods or any other queries you may have in relation to the program. By structuring
the assessment in phases, you will be able to allocate resources and plan your activities accordingly, this provides a balanced and
effective method to enable you and your team to focus your efforts in meeting goals throughout the assessment phases.
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